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Executive Summary
The past decade has seen a remarkable decline in the price of solar panels and,
consequently, remarkable growth of the solar industry. However, without government
support, solar power is not yet economically competitive with other forms of energy.
For the solar industry to attain competitive prices in the absence of government
support, the non-hardware costs, or soft costs, of solar power must decline
substantially. The current price trends for solar panels themselves are already falling,
but the remaining costs of bringing solar power online are not. The United States
Department of Energy has recently launched the SunShot Initiative, which aims to
make solar power more economically competitive, in part by substantially reducing
soft costs. To that end, this paper explains what soft costs are and provides five
policy solutions for reducing soft costs.
Soft costs are all the costs of bringing a solar photovoltaic system online, except the
costs of the solar panels themselves. The soft costs of solar power include the
following categories: (1) customer acquisition; (2) permitting, inspection, and
interconnection; (3) financing; (4) installation labor; (5) affiliated, non-module hardware;
and (5) taxes. This paper offers a detailed description of each type of soft cost.
The heart of the paper focuses on policy solutions for reducing these soft costs, offering
five ways policy makers can help make solar power economically competitive:
(1) New Corporate Forms and Financing for Solar Power: Currently, the solar
industry cannot use some of the most desirable business forms and financing
methods. For example, the solar industry cannot use Real Estate Investment Trusts
because the Internal Revenue Service does not consider solar panels to be real
property. Similarly, the solar industry cannot use Master Limited Partnerships
because the federal statute creating this structure makes fossil-fuel companies
eligible, but not renewable energy companies. The federal government should
reform these policies in order to level the playing field for various sources of energy
and to allow the solar industry to take advantage of these business forms.
(2) Standardizing System Designs: Standardized solar power system designs would
reduce soft costs at all phases of a solar project. The basic goal is to develop “plugand-play” solar PV systems that are modular, easy to produce, and easy to install.
Standardized hardware that includes integrated electronic components could obtain
reduced costs through economies of scale. Additionally, standardized system
designs should reduce permitting, inspection, and interconnection costs by reducing
uncertainty about solar power’s safety risks or impacts on the utility grid. Fourth,
standardized system design would reduce installation labor by providing simpler
projects. All of these impacts should make the solar industry more profitable and
predictable, turn lowering financing costs by attracting investors and lowering
customer acquisition costs by attracting more customers. This paper argues that
governments should promote standardization of solar system designs.
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(3) Streamlining Permitting and Inspections: Unwieldy, redundant, and
needlessly complex permitting and inspection regimes add substantially to the soft
costs of solar power. However, because permitting and inspection systems are the
products of regulation, policy makers are uniquely well-poised to reduce these
unnecessary costs. This paper argues that states should take the lead in
streamlining permitting and inspection and should work with local governments.
Particularly, states should develop standard technical and procedural
requirements, implement clear guidelines and checklists for permit applications,
and allow online completion and submission of permit applications. Additionally,
states should eliminate unnecessary or redundant reviews and inspections, reduce
wait times for inspections, and reduce permit fees.
(4) Utility Regulation to Promote Swift Interconnection: Interconnecting to the
utility grid can prove to be a costly roadblock to the development of solar power. In
areas with considerable solar power penetration, a new solar photovoltaic system
may face supplemental interconnection studies that can add thousands of dollars to
the system’s cost. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) recently
issued a final rule, Order 792, revising the pro forma agreement under which small
electricity generators may interconnect to existing transmission grids. This order
regulates the supplemental studies a utility may require for small electricity
generators such as distributed solar systems. Order 792 is an excellent step toward
promoting swift, low-cost interconnections. This paper describes Order 792 in greater
detail and argues that states should follow FERC’s lead to issue similar rules.
(5) Mandating Solar Buildings: The vanguard of government promotion of the solar
industry, solar mandates require that new and renovated buildings include solar
power. In 2013, the cities of Lancaster and Sebastopol in California passed solar
mandates. Although these mandates are so recent that there is little empirical
evidence of their effects, solar mandates should reduce solar soft costs in several
important ways. Solar mandates should reduce customer acquisition costs by
guaranteeing a customer base. Additionally, they would facilitate standardized
system designs by incorporating solar power into the designs of entire
communities, which often feature a limited number of housing designs. Moreover,
solar mandates would also reduce financing costs by allowing solar power to be
included in traditional, low-cost real estate financing mechanisms such as
mortgages. This paper explores these benefits of solar mandates and advocates
for more jurisdictions to implement them.
This suite of policies should help bring down the soft costs of solar power substantially,
helping solar power to become cost-competitive with other forms of electricity
generation as soon as possible.
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I. Introduction
The market for solar power is growing dramatically. In fact, the solar industry has
reported record growth each year
since 2010.1 In 2013, the solar
industry developed more new
power than any other source of
energy except for natural gas.2
The solar industry’s growth
results mainly from rapid declines
in the overall price of solar power,
which is plunging in turn because
solar panels been becoming
steadily less expensive over the
last decade.3 For the solar market
to continue to grow, prices must
continue to decline. Solar panels
Figure 1: Growth of PV Installations,
are already on the right track,
Solar
Energy
Industries Association (SEIA).
getting steadily more efficient and
less expensive. 4However, the
“soft costs” of solar power are holding steady, making them the major obstacle to the
sustained growth of solar industry.
Solar panels are no longer the most expensive part of solar photovoltaic power (PV).
Instead, most of the current price of PV comes from “soft costs,” or the costs of the
other necessary aspects of getting a PV system up and running. The most obvious soft
costs come from the other necessary hardware, such as rooftop mounting equipment
and wiring, as well as from having an electrician install the system. Other soft costs,
which are perhaps less obvious, are the costs of
Soft costs now account permits, inspections, and interconnection with
the power grid. While the cost of solar panels
for more than half of the has fallen dramatically recently, soft costs have
held steady. As a result, soft costs now account
price of solar power.
for most of the price of solar power. Moreover,
as the United States resolves a recent trade
dispute with China, the price of solar panels may increase, bringing increased
importance to the project of reducing solar soft costs.5
Soft costs are now the major roadblock to the growth of solar power.6 Indeed, the most
common criticism of solar power is that it is not cost-competitive.7 Because
consumers, utilities, and governments generally prefer to get electricity at the lowest
price, the solar industry has focused on reducing costs to become economically
competitive with other forms of energy. The result has been a dramatic reduction in
the price of solar panels. However, unless soft costs decline, solar power will not
be able to compete for a larger share of the energy market.
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This paper explains what soft costs are and offers five ways policy makers can help
reduce them. These policy proposals build on prior soft cost scholarship to provide more
concrete detail on the actions policy makers should take. This paper focuses on solar
projects under 10kW, the size of most solar projects.8 Still, this paper’s insights are also
important for larger projects. Although larger projects enjoy economies of scale that
reduce overall costs, soft costs are a majority share of the overall price of solar power
even at the utility scale.9

Figure 2: Soft costs remaining relatively steady in comparison to declining module
costs, Feldman et al., National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).

To reduce the soft costs of solar power, the U.S. Department of Energy has launched
the SunShot Initiative,10 which aims to have solar power contribute 14% of the U.S.
electricity supply by 2030 and 27% by 2050.11 The Initiative’s main goal is to reduce the
levelized cost of solar power to $0.06/kWh to make it economically competitive with
other forms of energy.12 To that end, the Initiative aims to reduce solar soft costs.13
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) recently published a “roadmap” that
proposes strategies to reduce solar soft costs. 14 NREL notes that “achieving the
SunShot residential aggregate target of $0.65/W
requires an 80% reduction” in soft costs 15 Such an
Solar soft costs must
ambitious reduction will require “concerted efforts of
decline by 80%.
numerous PV market actors and stakeholders.” 16
NREL offers various policy proposals that are quite
valuable, some of which receive discussion below. However, it is important to note that
NREL’s roadmap does not purport to offer a complete array of solutions. 17 In other
words, reducing soft costs will require further policy innovations.
This paper aims to help fulfill that need. To that end, section II describes price trends in
solar power. Section III describes the categories of soft costs. Section IV presents five
policy solutions that can help to reduce soft costs: (1) new business forms; (2)
standardized system designs; (3) streamlined permitting and inspections; (4) utility
regulation to promote interconnection; and (5) solar mandates. The paper concludes that
significant reductions in soft costs are attainable and can help make solar power
economically competitive.
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Pricing Solar Power
This paper presents costs of solar
power in price-per-watt. For example,
the nation-wide average price of solar
power is around six dollars per watt
($6/W), but to become economically
competitive with other energy sources,
the price of solar power must fall to one
dollar per watt ($1/W).
Price-per-watt is the best metric for soft
costs of solar power. First, price-perwatt
makes it easy to understand the
importance of reducing soft costs by
showing that soft costs are more than
half of the price of solar power.
Second, price-per-watt makes it easy to
compare different types of soft costs,
which would be more difficult with other
metrics. This comparison can help
show which types of soft costs have the
greatest impact on the overall price of
solar power, which should help policy
makers set priorities.
Other studies of solar power often use
two other price metrics. First, studies
often use the Levelized Cost of Energy
(LCOE), which presents prices in dollars
or cents per kilowatt-hour ($/kWh). The
virtue of LCOE is that it can make it
easier to compare solar power to other
forms of energy—to show, for example,
how solar power compares over time to
power from natural gas.
The other common metric for pricing
solar power is the concept of “grid
parity,” or the point at which solar
power requires no incentives or
subsidies to be cost-competitive with
other forms of energy. The virtue of
grid parity is that it makes it easy to
know when solar power becomes costcompetitive with other forms of energy.

However, both LCOE and grid parity
have significant problems. For example,
although policy makers use LCOE most
frequently, it has no standard definition
and no standard method of calculation.
Moreover, LCOE depends sensitively on
several underlying assumptions, such
as capital costs, system longevity,
capacity factor, and operation and
maintenance
costs.
Different
assumptions yield profoundly different
results. The resulting variability in LCOE
makes it hard for policy makers to
compare PV to other energy sources.
Calculating grid parity requires this
difficult comparison between LCOE of
PV and other energy sources, which
makes grid parity the most flawed
metric of all. The problem with this
comparison is that small solar projects
contribute power at the retail level (i.e.,
directly to a consumer) rather than at
the wholesale level (i.e., to a utility for
distribution to consumers). Because
wholesale prices are lower than retail
prices, the comparison makes other
forms of power seem cheaper and solar
power seem more expensive.
Finally, both LCOE and grid parity often
rely on outdated information that fails to
take into account the dramatic recent
plunge in the price of solar power.
Outdated, misleading information works
against the solar industry.
For more on difficulties of calculating the
price of solar power, see Morgan
Bazilian et al., Re-considering the
Economics of Photovoltaic Power, 53
Renewable Energy 329, 332 (2013),
available
a
t
www.bnef.com/
WhitePapers/download/82.
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II. Solar Power Price Trends

Figure 3: Declining Solar Power Prices, Barbose et al., Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).

Solar power has become significantly more affordable over at least the last fifteen
years: on average, prices have declined by roughly seven percent each year.18
However, the decline has been driven chiefly by falling prices of solar panels.19 Although
soft costs have also declined during this fifteen-year period, they have remained fairly
constant in the
last five.20 These trends have
made soft costs the largest
share of the overall price of solar
power..21 As hardware prices
continue to fall, this trend
continues as well.22 This section
first describes how solar costs
vary through time and by region,
and then reviews the history of
falling solar prices to show that
policy makers can successfully
bring costs down.

Figure 4: Soft Costs as the Majority of Solar
Power Price, Ardani et al, NREL.
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A. Significant Variations in Solar Power Prices
The installed price of solar power varies according to numerous factors.23 For example,
even among systems smaller than 10kW, prices vary significantly by project size:
systems below 1kW cost an estimated $8.50/W, while systems between 9–10kW cost
roughly $5/W.24 Similarly, prices vary significantly among states, with systems in
California or Wisconsin costing as much as $2/W (roughly 30%) more than systems in
Texas or Colorado.25 Additionally, local cost of living “has a significantly positive impact
on installation prices.”26 Some sources of variation are more surprising. For example,
“tax-exempt systems generally have higher installed prices than similarly sized
residential and commercial systems.”27 Similarly, more educated communities tend to
pay lower prices for solar power.28 This significant variability in the market for solar
power makes calculating a nationwide average price for solar power difficult.

Figure 5: State Variation in Solar Power Prices
Barbose et al., LBNL.

B. Declining prices show that policy can reduce costs
The history of solar prices strongly suggests that policy makers can drive down soft
costs. For one, soft costs have fallen in the past.29 In fact, reductions in soft costs have
accounted for “38% of the decline in the total installed price for ≤10kW systems over [the
last fifteen years], clearly indicating the significant impact of non-module cost reductions
over the long term.”30
Similarly, dramatic international differences in the price of solar panels “suggests that
near-term price reductions in the United States are possible.”31 For example, soft costs
of solar power are dramatically lower in Germany than in the United States, illustrating
that Germany has achieved significant reductions in solar soft costs.32
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Figure 6: Soft Costs in the United States and Germany
Seel et al., LBNL

The same is true in other nations as well: the installed prices of solar systems are also
significantly lower in Australia, Italy, and France.33 International success in reducing soft
costs suggest that U.S. policy makers could achieve similar cost reductions.
The history of U.S. energy policies also suggests that policy makers can reduce costs.
Indeed, government incentives have historically driven the solar market.34 Although
government incentives have promoted solar power by reducing the prices consumers
pay, governments have also aimed to drive down costs using regularly scheduled
reductions of incentives to send market signals.35 In fact, incentives for solar power have
declined “steadily and significantly over the past decade” by 85% to 90%.36 This
scheduled withdrawal of incentives may have helped to drive down solar panel prices,37
suggesting that policy makers could use a similar tactic to reduce soft costs.

Figure 7: Declining Government Support for Solar Power,
Barbose et al., LBNL.
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The Downside of Withdrawing Government Incentives
Scheduled withdrawal of government
incentives may help drive down prices,
but it also reduces consumer benefits
from cost reductions. In fact, withdrawal
of government incentives for solar panels
has offset up to 88% of the decline in
installed prices.34

Thus, withdrawal of government support
for solar power has meant that
consumers cannot enjoy the full benefits
of significant price reductions. Policy
makers should carefully weigh the
benefits of cost reductions against the
resulting diminished consumer benefits.

In fact, soft costs should be especially responsive to local policies. “Unlike module
prices, which are primarily established through global markets, non-module costs consist
of a variety of cost components that may be more readily affected by local policies.”38
Indeed, state policies can have a significant, demonstrable impact.

Figure 8: Different State Markets for Solar,
Barbose et al., NREL.

Figure 8 shows dramatic differences in PV market development in states with similar
solar resources.39 California’s overall solar market and market growth dwarf those of
Arizona, though both states have ample solar resources. 40 Similarly, New Jersey’s PV
market dwarfs New York’s, though both states have similar solar resources. 41 The
essential difference must be in state policies: these data suggest that policies in
California and New Jersey promote the solar industry much more effectively than
policies in Arizona and New York. This paper aims to help identify policy strategies that
can reduce the soft costs of solar power in order to attain thriving markets like those in
California and New Jersey. However, reducing soft costs requires a clear understanding
of what soft costs are. The next section addresses the nature of soft costs and previews
strategies for reducing them.
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III. Categories of Soft Costs
The term “soft costs,” as used in this paper, includes all costs associated with a solar
power project except the price of the solar panels themselves. These costs include
affiliated hardware, taxes, financing, permits, inspections, interconnection with the utility
grid, installation labor, and customer acquisition.42
Estimates of total soft costs vary significantly. This variability results partly from the fact
that soft costs are generally implied from a comparison of the total installed price of the
system to the price of the solar panels themselves, as in the following figure.43

Figure 9: Calculating implied soft costs,
Barbose et al., NREL.

Two studies from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) calculate current
soft costs to be roughly $3.30/W, accounting for slightly more than half of the overall
installed price.44 NREL also has attempted to benchmark soft costs using surveys, with
differing results. One survey revealed soft costs of only $1.50/W, but did not include
several concededly important costs, such as financing, overhead, contracting, and
installer profit.45 A subsequent and more detailed NREL survey revealed costs more in
line with prior results, with soft costs totaling $3.19/W for residential systems.46
Importantly, this study noted that despite a decrease in soft costs from 2010 to 2012 of
roughly $0.11, soft costs became an increasingly important share of the overall price,
growing from 50% to 64%.47 Another study puts soft costs much higher, at $4.6/W.48 As
with the overall installed price of solar power, soft cost calculations reveal considerable
variability.
Despite variability in soft cost calculations, research on soft costs reveals broad
consensus on several important points. First, soft costs have gained importance as the
price of solar panels has fallen.49 Second, soft costs now comprise the majority of the
price of solar power.50 The following sections describe different types of soft costs.
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A. Customer Acquisition
Customer acquisition represents at once
To reach SunShot
among the largest and most amorphous share
Initiative goals, customer
of soft costs. Customer acquisition includes
advertising and marketing, screening potential
acquisition costs must
projects for viability, and designing systems. 51
Aside from paying for advertising, the
fall by 80%.
customer acquisition process usually involves
the following steps: a screening by phone to
determine a potential customer’s utility bills, credit-worthiness, and ownership of the
relevant property; a site visit to assess whether the property is suitable for solar; and,
finally, engineering of an appropriate system design. 52 Installers must bear the costs of
these steps before a customer signs a contract. 53 Accordingly, if any of these steps
reveal that the project cannot go forward, the installer must then either bear those costs
itself or pass them on to other customers, thus raising soft costs.
On average, customer acquisition costs add $0.67/W to the price of a residential PV
system.54 Some installers report customer acquisition costs as high as $1.00/W.55 Of the
average sum, $0.33/W is devoted to marketing and advertising, $0.11/W is devoted to
system design, and $0.23/W is devoted to a remainder of customer acquisition costs that
studies do not specify.56 Some of the remainder may reflect costs passed on from
projects never reach completion. Alternatively, the remainder may reflect costs devoted
to aspects of developing a professional reputation other than traditional
advertising or marketing,
such as paying staff to
attend
professional
conferences o r t o
participate in a trade
organization. Customer
acquisition costs must
decline by about 80% to
$0.12/W to meet the
DoE’s SunShot Initiative
targets.

Figure 10: Current trends in customer acquisition cost reductions,
Ardani et al., NREL.

Fortunately,
customer
acquisition costs are
currently declining. The
solar industry has already
begun to use NREL’s
three
suggested
strategies for reducing
customer
acquisition
costs: software tools for
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remote site assessment, design templates, and consumer-targeting strategies. However,
these strategies will not reduce customer acquisition costs enough to meet SunShot
Initiative goals. In fact, current strategies will achieve only 75% of targeted cost
reductions. To complete the cost reductions, new policy strategies are necessary.

Policies to Reduce Customer Acquisition Costs
Policy makers can reduce costs of
customer acquisition in several ways.
Standardized solar PV systems could
reduce costs by limiting the need for
customized
designs.
Streamlined
permitting,
inspection,
and
interconnection could help prevent

costs from customers that abandon PV
projects due to delays or costs
associated with bureaucratic hurdles.
Finally, mandating solar homes and
businesses could reduce customer
acquisition costs by guaranteeing a pool
of customers from new construction.

B. Permitting, Inspection, and Interconnection
Permitting, inspection and interconnection (PII) costs add significantly to overall solar
soft costs. Unsurprisingly, estimates of PII costs vary. Different organizations calculate
significantly different costs for obtaining permits, with a range between $0.20/W and
$0.77/W.57 This large range for permitting costs likely does not reflect inaccuracies in
the various studies, but more likely accurately represents the fact that permit
processes, and their consequent costs, vary widely among jurisdictions. 58 The same is
true of inspection and interconnection: different jurisdictions have different
requirements and different resulting costs. 59 As a result of this variability among
jurisdictions, it is difficult to calculate average PII costs. Nonetheless, PII costs
contribute significantly to overall solar soft costs
and thus offer a good opportunity for policy makers PII costs must decline
to help bring soft costs down.

by more than 75%.

This paper treats PII costs together for several
reasons. First, the Department of Energy’s
(DoE’s) SunShot Initiative treats them together when setting cost-reduction goals. 60
Following DoE’s lead, many soft cost studies also treat PII costs together. 61 Second, it
makes sense to treat these costs together because policy makers are uniquely
well-poised to reduce PII costs ; unlike other soft costs such as affiliated hardware
costs, which result from larger commodity markets, PII costs are the product of
regulations and thus are particularly susceptible to reduction through regulatory
reform. And third, as discussed above, permitting, inspection, and interconnection
costs each vary widely among jurisdictions, suggesting that successes in some
jurisdictions can teach others how to bring down the bundle of PII costs. However,
despite the fact that some jurisdictions are developing policies to reduce PII costs,
these costs are falling far too slowly to reach the SunShot Initiative’s goals.
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Figure 11: PII costs are not declining quickly enough to meet targets.
Ardani et al., NREL.

Variability between jurisdictions helps to keep PII costs high. PII processes vary not only
by state, but also by county and city. For example, “[i]n most states, the local or county
building department controls the review and issuance of permits.1162 Inspection and
interconnection processes also vary among governments and utilities.63 Some utilities
seem resistant to facilitating interconnection, while others (chiefly municipal utilities)
seem more eager.64 The result of variable PII processes is that installers must
familiarize themselves with different processes in each jurisdiction where they work, and
either the installer or the consumer must pay the cost of that education.65 By forcing
installers to spend staff time deciphering different jurisdictions’ requirements,66 variable
and inconsistent PII processes raise soft costs.
Onerous jurisdictions may deter installers altogether: “more than one third of installers
avoid jurisdictions with particularly challenging permitting processes.1167 This trend is
understandable, given that Sunrun reports
that “[o]ne installer lost money on its first four
1/3 of installers avoid
installations in a jurisdiction due to
jurisdictions with difficult complicated and unclear requirements.1168
Deterring installers has two significant
permit requirements.
negative effects. First, that deterrence
means that solar power will not be
competitive in markets where installers refuse to do business.69 Second, by restricting
the market to more savvy installers, complicated PII processes can erect a barrier to
entry into the marketplace, potentially subjecting solar power to anticompetitive market
manipulation. Either of these effects would likely raise soft costs.
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Jurisdictions may have difficult or complex PII processes for several reasons. Permits
may require input from many different divisions of a local government, “such as
building, electrical, mechanical, plumbing, fire, structural, zoning, and aesthetic
reviews.”70 Cumbersome or redundant processes may also be due to unfamiliarity with
solar power.71 Finally, jurisdictions may unnecessarily inflate costs by designing PII
processes “for the minority of complicated installations that require more in-depth
review.”72
Fees for permitting, inspection, and interconnection, which vary widely, 73 are also a
significant part of PII costs. For permit fees, some jurisdictions charge only a sum
necessary to recover the cost of processing the permit application,74 but other
jurisdictions consider permit fees to be sources of revenue,75 implying that fees may be
higher than necessary for cost-recovery. Above-cost fees may be based on a PV
system’s overall cost or size, but “neither system costs nor size are necessarily reflective
of the amount of time it takes ... to process the permit application.”76

The results are substantial permit fees. A Sierra Club study of permit fees in
California revealed an average fee of $343, with a range from $0 to roughly $1,400.77
Inspection and interconnection fees can add up to $2,500 per installation.78 Moreover, if
a solar PV system is not standardized, or if the electricity distribution system already
hosts numerous small generators, utilities can require supplemental interconnection
studies, which sometimes feature extreme fees: “Even residential systems proposed in
areas of high [solar] penetration have been quoted supplemental interconnection study
fees of $25,000.”79
Current trends in regulation of permitting, inspection, and interconnection are unlikely
to reduce costs sufficiently to meet SunShot Initiative goals. Although solar installers
can help keep costs down by completing permit applications correctly and being
prepared for inspections, PII costs are for the most part products of policy.
Accordingly, policy makers should bring renewed focus on reducing PII costs.

Policies to Reduce Permitting, Inspection, and Interconnection Costs
Policy makers are uniquely well-poised to
reduce PII costs. For example, cities,
counties, or states may limit permit fees
to recover only permit-processing costs.
Uniform, streamlined permitting and
inspection processes would also
reduce PII costs.

Standardized solar systems would
reduce the need for extensive, expensive
permits and inspections.

Mandating solar buildings would also
make the solar permitting process a part
of the required permitting for new
construction, which would reduce costs
as well.
Finally, states have the opportunity to
promote swift interconnection by
modeling utility regulation on FERC’s
recent Order 792.
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C. Financing
Unlike many other soft costs of solar power, which tend to increase the upfront cost of a
PV system, the cost of financing most solar projects today tends to be distributed over
the life of the system, with financial backers expecting a return on an investment.80 In
recent years third-party ownership of solar PV systems has come to dominate the field,
largely displacing the older model in which homeowners themselves bought and owned
PV systems.81 Under this model, as popularized by businesses like SolarCity and
Sunrun,82 homeowners pay little or no upfront cost for a solar PV system and instead
make monthly payments to a third party owner for solar power,83 in addition to paying
utility bills for the rest of their energy use. Although these monthly payments are lower
than a utility bill, over time the arrangement may cost consumers more than simply
buying a system, because the third-party owner must recoup the upfront cost of
installation as well the greater cost of third-party financing.84

Most small-scale solar systems are leased from—and
thus financed by—third-party owners.
Although the most common system of ownership spreads costs over the life of the
system, this paper discusses financing along with soft costs that raise upfront costs for
two reasons. First, and most fundamentally, as for other soft costs contributing to
upfront prices, policy is important to the cost of financing; state and federal lawmakers
can take actions that will bring financing costs down. Second, bringing down the cost of
financing has very similar effects as reducing other soft costs, reducing the overall cost
of a PV system for consumers.85
NREL reports that the weighted average cost of capital for small solar PV systems is
nearly 10%.86 However, third-party financing tends to be even more costly, ranging up
to a 14% weighted average cost of capital,
Weighted average cost of capital because third-party owners of solar projects
typically rely on financing sources that
87
Various sources of revenue—such as demand higher rates of return. Thus, PV
common and preferred stocks, different customers may attain more favorable
types of debt, and tax equity financing terms by simply buying a system
88
However, regardless of
investment—generally demand different themselves.
rates of return. The weighted average whether property owners finance their own
cost of capital is the minimum rate of systems or opt for third-party ownership,
return a company must earn to provide achieving the reduced soft costs envisioned
various investors with their expected by the DOE’s SunShot Initiative will require
reducing the cost of capital to 3%.89
rates of return.
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Policies to Reduce Financing costs
Policy makers can reduce financing
costs by improving access to thirdparty financing, which generally relies
on tax-equity investment. Policy makers
can help by either increasing the number
of tax equity investors or increasing the
appeal of PV projects to existing tax
equity investors. For example, to
continue attracting tax equity investment,
Congress could amend the Investment
Tax Credit to prevent it from declining
from 30% to 10% in 2017.
Utility financing could also provide
capital for solar projects at lower cost.
One model would have utilities make
upfront payments for solar PV systems,
and then allow ratepayers to pay off
the PV system over time through
increased utility bills. Alternatively,
utilities could themselves finance and
own residential and commercial solar

systems. Direct utility ownership of
distributed solar systems could help
persuade utilities that distributed solar
power is an opportunity rather than a
threat.
Two other forms of financing that could
reduce overall costs are PACE
financing, which would allow mortgagelike financing for solar projects, and
community solar, which would allow
groups of investors to finance and own
PV systems and to use the solar energy.
However, both systems face significant
legal hurdles that prevent their use in
most states. Policy makers should act to
make
these
attractive
alternative
financing mechanisms available to
consumers throughout the nation.
Section IV discusses all these policy
options in greater detail.

D. Installation Labor
Installation labor contributes on average $0.59/W to the overall cost of a solar PV
system, accounting for roughly 15% of the total soft costs. Notably, labor costs in the
United States are ten times higher than similar installation costs in Germany,90
suggesting that U.S. policy has
ample room for improvement.
The chief reason for this
discrepancy is that installing an
average solar PV system takes
ten times longer in the U.S.
than in Germany.91 In short,
installing a solar PV system in
the U.S. requires more labor at
higher wages, inflating overall
labor costs.
Installing a solar system is
costly in the United States in
part because neither solar

Figure
12: Installing
Solar Panels,
Figure 12:
Installing
Solar Panels
Oregon Dept. of
Transportation., Creative Commons License.
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systems
nor
rooftops
are
standardized. Sources of variability
include different roof designs,
electric
systems,
utility
requirements,
and
customer
preferences.92 For example, PV
installers must often adapt systems
to fit existing roofs, or must refit
roofs to guarantee that they can
bear the increased load of solar
panels. Additionally, many roofs are
at least partially shaded, requiring
installers to adapt a PV system to
maximize energy production.Ó93
These
constraints
make
standardization difficult and raise
the cost of solar PV installations.
Figure 13: Discrepancy between the U.S. and Germany

Permit and inspection delays also
inflate installation costs. Inconsistent permitting requirements, multiple
inspections, and long inspection appointment windows cause solar installations
to take far longer than they should, and longer than they do in other nations.
Delays inflate costs, which is especially clear for long inspection appointment
windows: work is put on hold while waiting for an inspec tion, but because
workers remain on site, wages continue to accrue. The installer incurs costs
without getting work done. The costs pass through to consumers, and the
installed price of solar rises.

Seet et al., LBNL.

Labor costs are a good example of how reducing soft costs can benefit consumers and
the solar industry alike. Reducing labor costs does not mean losing jobs. Instead,
reducing labor costs means having employees work more efficiently. Efficient work
yields more completed projects, a better reputation, and more customers.

Policies to Reduce Installation Labor Costs
Standardizing
solar
PV
system
designs would help reduce the labor
necessary to install them.
Streamlining permitting and inspection
procedures will minimize labor necessary
for regulatory compliance and will reduce
delays that inflate costs.

Solar mandates for new construction or
large renovations would help reduce
installation costs. Mandates would
guarantee that buildings are solar-ready,
reducing necessary preparatory work.
Mandates would also provide large
batches of projects, reducing travel time
and associated expenses.
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E. Affiliated Hardware
Apart from solar panels, the hardware for
project’s overall costs. Affiliated hardware
systems that allow the panels to move to
track the sun, and inverters. 94 As this
equipment
becomes
more
sophisticated, it adds to the overall cost
of solar power. For example, “systems
with
tracking
equipment
exhibit
consistently higher installed prices than
their fixed-tilt counterparts.Ó 95 For
projects less than 10kW, sophisticated
tracking systems can add as much as
$1.2/W, roughly 20%, of the overall
installed cost. 96 Similarly, inverters add
substantially to the cost of PV projects,
adding roughly $0.30/W, or about 5%,
to an average PV project. More
sophisticated microinverters, 97 which
have become more popular in the last
decade, add even more to the price of a PV

a PV project can add appreciably to the
can include racks for the solar panels,

Figure 14: Solar Tracking System,
Leonard G., Creative Commons License.

project. 98

On the other hand, equipment like tracking devices and microinverters also boost the
overall efficiency of PV systems, helping offset installation costs more quickly.
Microinverters may produce up to 12% more energy annually, with greater efficiency
gains in shaded areas.99 Tracking systems may increase overall annual energy
production by 12–45%.100 Over the PV system’s life, these gains in efficiency may more
than offset upfront costs. However, increased upfront costs may deter property owners
or investors who would otherwise be interested in solar power.

Policies for Reducing Non-Module Affiliated Hardware Costs
Targeted,
phased
subsidies
for
efficiency-boosting equipment could help
reduce costs. Predictable, regularly
scheduled reductions in government
support—which may have helped
stimulate reductions in the price of solar
panels—could send market signals to
bring prices down as subsidies
diminish.

Standardized system designs with
integrated electronic components may
substantially reduce costs. Policy makers
could encourage standardization with
streamlined permitting and greater
rebates for standardized systems.
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F. Taxes

Figure 15: Property Tax Incentives for Renewables,
dsireusa.org/

Tax treatment of solar PV projects varies dramatically by jurisdiction and in some
locations can add significantly to the price of solar power. Generally, taxation affects
solar projects through sales taxes on hardware, payroll tax on installation labor, and
increased property taxes resulting from the increase in value from the solar project.101
Tax treatment of solar projects varies by state and sometimes by local jurisdiction, so
there is no single estimate of the average tax burden for a solar PV project. However,
because sales taxes range as high as roughly 12% in some jurisdictions,102 sales taxes
can add significantly to the overall cost of a solar project in some places. Similarly,
property taxes can make a solar PV project more costly; although these taxes do not
accrue at the purchase or installation of the PV system, a PV system may add
substantially to the value of a home, thus increasing later property taxes.103

Tax Policies for Reducing Solar Soft Costs
Many state tax policies reduce solar soft
costs. 38 states have adopted property
tax exemptions. 28 states have adopted
sales tax exemptions for renewables,
which include solar PV projects. The
remaining states should also adopt
policies exempting solar projects from
burdensome taxation.

Some states treat residential and
commercial property differently. For
example, New Mexico offers property tax
exemptions to homes that install solar
panels, but not to businesses. Property
tax
exemptions
for
commercial
property would help reduce soft costs
and spur the growth of the solar industry.
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IV. Policy Solutions for Reducing Soft Costs
Policy makers can play a key role in driving down the soft costs of solar PV power.
Indeed, policy makers have helped to bring down the overall costs of solar PV power in
the past.104 Moreover, soft costs are already declining, although too slowly,105 meaning
that policy makers need only accelerate an existing trend rather than create a new one.
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL’s) Soft Costs Roadmap identifies
how various types of soft costs are projected to decline by
2020.106 This trend shows that the growth of the solar PV
Market growth will
market itself leads to some decline in price. However, if
reduce soft costs.
the NREL’s Roadmap is a cause for hope, it is also a
cause for caution, as the Roadmap demonstrates that
current soft cost trends will not reach the DoE’s Sunshot Initiative goals. Thus, policy
makers have an opportunity—indeed, an imperative—to take action.
NREL’s Soft Costs Roadmap offers valuable suggestions for bringing down many of the
soft costs discussed in this paper. The Roadmap focuses on customer acquisition,
permitting, inspection and interconnection, installation labor, and financing,107 describing
the likelihood that its suggested cost-reduction opportunities will actually take place.108
Rather than merely recite the NREL’s recommendations, this paper commends that
invaluable source to readers.
However, the Soft Costs Roadmap by no means completes the task of devising policies
to bring down soft costs. For example, within the various categories of soft costs the
Roadmap measures, NREL notes that “undefined” solution sets are necessary in order
to reach its targets.109 Moreover, the Roadmap does not attempt to measure or to plan
strategies to reduce what it calls “other soft
costs.”110 Yet these “other soft costs” are the
Soft costs are not falling largest single share of soft costs, at $1.86/W out
of a total $3.32/W.111 These “other soft costs”
fast enough to meet
include profit and overhead, but may also
Sunshot Initiative goals. include other factors also.112 Both these
limitations reveal that the roadmap, while very
valuable, will not achieve the SunShot Initiative’s goals on its own.
To further the goal of reducing solar PV soft costs to meet SunShot targets, this paper
discusses five policies: (1) promoting new business forms for solar developers;
(2)standardizing system designs; (3) streamlining permitting and inspection; (4)
reforming utility regulation to promote swift interconnection; and (5) mandating
installation of solar power. Although prior works have suggested some of these
policies, no prior work has offered the depth of detail this paper offers. These five
policies have great potential to substantially reduce the soft costs of solar and should
help bridge the gap between the Soft Cost Roadmap’s identified cost-reduction
opportunities and the overarching goal of the SunShot Initiative.
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A. New Corporate Forms and Financing for Solar Power
As discussed above,solar PV projects face a high cost of capital because solar installers
do not have access to some lower-cost financing mechanisms and to some business
forms that would enable such access. This section argues that policy makers at the
federal and state level should enact policies that will allow solar PV projects greater
access to low-cost capital.
Certain business forms could allow access to a lower cost of capital by securing more
favorable tax treatment that attracts investors. Generally, “[p]roject developers draw
funding from up to six tiers of capital from cheapest to
most expensive É [which are] Treasury cash grants,
New business
government-enhanced debt, straight debt, tax equity,
forms can attract back-levered debt, and true equity.”113 The basic goal of
new business forms is to gain more investment at
more investment at using
lower cost114 To that end, developers would like to use
lower cost.
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) and Master
Limited Partnerships (MLPs).115 Additionally, solar
project developers would like to have direct access to cheaper forms of capital through
traditional real-estate financing mechanisms such as mortgages. This section describes
the advantages of these business forms and financing methods and argues that
regulators should allow their use in the solar industry.

1. Yield Cos and REITs
Yield Cos and REITs provide incentives for investment by allowing favorable tax
treatment and the ability for investors to liquidate assets by trading stocks on a public
market.116 REITs avoid paying income taxes at the entity level, 117 and thus avoid a
problem of double taxation common to other corporate forms. Yield Cos, on the other
hand, do not avoid double taxation. Yield Cos, however, legal under current
regulations, while REITs may not be. This section first describes how each corporate
form operates, then explains what policy reforms are necessary to allow the solar
industry to use the more advantageous REIT form. This section describes Yield Cos
first in order to illustrate why REITs are superior. The goal is for solar developers to
raise capital that demands a lower rate of return, reducing the weighted average cost
of capital and thus overall solar soft costs.
Yield Cos create different subsidiary businesses for existing solar systems and those still
under development. Existing systems attract investors at lower cost because they entail
fewer risks. The developer then uses funds raised from existing projects to finance those
under development. As a developer completes projects, it moves them to the subsidiary
for existing systems, increasing that subsidiary’s allure. Recently, the major solar
developer SunEdison launched a Yield Co that it hopes will raise as much as $300
million.118 Other developers are considering this corporate form also. However, because
Yield Cos do not avoid double taxation,119 they are not as attractive as REITs.
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REITs do avoid double taxation but may not be entirely legal under current regulation.
REITs allow small investors to pool investments in real estate projects without facing
corporate taxes, but “cannot own an operating business.120 Rather, a REIT would
provide tax benefits to investors by owning solar panels and leasing them to another
company that operates the assets as a business.121 For this approach to be legal, the
IRS will have to clarify that renewable energy assets—particularly solar panels—qualify
as real property.122 Although at least one renewable energy project has asked the IRS to
do so, “[n]o ruling has been issued, and indications from the IRS to date have been that
the agency is not prepared to treat solar panels as real property.”123
The IRS should issue a rule clarifying that solar panels do qualify as real property for
two reasons. Such a ruling simply makes sense: solar panels are like real property in
that they are typically a structural element of a real property asset (a home or building)
that is fixed to real property for at least 15–20 years. There is no doubt that a roof,

Figure 16: Solar panels enjoy warranties that last as long as normal roofs,
Maehlum, Energy Informative.

which likely lasts for roughly the same time, is a component of real property, and there
should similarly be no doubt for rooftop solar. This IRS ruling would allow PV installers to
access capital more cheaply, bringing down the cost of capital. Reducing the cost of
capital would in turn contribute to the soft cost reductions the federal government has
advocated through the Department of Energy’s SunShot Initiative.
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2. Master Limited Partnerships
Like the REIT, the Master Limited Partnership (MLP) is an advantageous business
form that is not quite legal for solar companies under current regulations. Unlike most
partnerships, MLPs enjoy the ability to sell ownership interests on a stock exchange
while retaining the favorable single taxation of a partnership. 124 “The liquidity, or the
ability to exit the investment in a public market, and the fact that earnings are only
taxed once[,] mean that equity can be raised at a higher multiple to earnings.Ó 125
However, while natural gas, oil, and
mineral
companies
can
take
advantage of MLP status, the federal
statute allowing MLPs does not allow
solar installers to use this business
form.126 Because MLPs and their
limitations were created by federal
statute,127 Congressional action is
necessary
to
allow
solar
PV
companies to qualify as MLPs.
Although hope for a federal statutory
fix may be slim, given current
Congressional paralysis, in principle
Congress should enact such a fix.
First, such a statutory amendment
Figure 17: MLPs used mainly for fossil fuels,
would be consistent with the federal
Congressional Research Service.
government’s goals of promoting
renewable energy.128 Second, by
allowing renewable energy companies to take advantage of the same business forms
that fossil-fuel companies enjoy, this amendment would help level the playing field for
energy developers. Finally, and most relevant to this paper, such a statutory fix would
allow solar PV companies easier access to low-cost capital, thus helping to reduce the
soft costs of solar.

3. Real Estate Financing
As discussed above, property owners who directly buy solar PV systems may get a
better economic deal because third-party financing generally faces a higher cost of
capital.129 Property owners could obtain capital at even lower cost, thus reducing the
overall soft costs of solar PV systems, through traditional, low-cost real estate financing
tools. Perhaps the clearest example is a mortgage; unlike most loans for solar retrofits,
which have an average weighted cost of capital of 9.9%,130 average mortgage rates are
generally much lower, ranging from roughly 3.5% to 4.5%.131 The Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) does insure loans through an Energy Efficient Mortgage
program,132 and some private lenders do offer these insured mortgages for retrofits to
install solar panels on existing homes.133 These Energy Efficient Mortgages require a
3.5% down payment and offer property owners the lesser of either the cost of energy
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improvements or 5% of the property’s value.134 These mortgages may be bundled into
an existing mortgage only if the value of consequent energy savings is greater than the
sum of the loan.135 Energy Efficient Mortgages are an attractive option for homeowners
because they provide capital at lower cost than other financing sources. Additionally,
homeowners may be able to use traditional mortgages to finance solar power if a solar
project is part of the initial construction or purchase of property. Traditional mortgages
may yield capital at an even lower cost than the FHA-administered program. Access to
these low-cost real estate financing mechanisms should help substantially reduce the
cost of capital.
Even more dramatically, Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) programs, which
finance renewables through subsequent property taxes rather than through upfront
payments, could essentially eliminate the cost of raising capital for solar power.
Essentially, PACE financing allows property owners to borrow money from a local
government to purchase a renewable energy system, and then to pay that money back
through property taxes in subsequent years.136 29 states and the District of Columbia
states created PACE financing programs between 2008 and 2010.137

Figure 18: PACE programs were popular in many states,
dsireusa.org

However, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) essentially put a stop to PACE
financing due to concerns that PACE financing would interfere with mortgages and
disrupt a fragile housing market.138 Although California and several of its counties
challenged the actions of the FHFA,139 the Ninth Circuit recently upheld the FHFA’s
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decision.140 As a result, neither Fannie Mae nor Freddy Mac, which provide backing for
a majority of mortgages,141 will back mortgages for properties featuring PACE financing,
essentially ending the PACE program.
Because PACE financing offers property owners access to capital for solar power at a
very low cost, this paper urges the FHFA to reconsider its position on PACE financing.
As the housing market recovers, 142 concerns
about interfering with existing mortgages should
The federal
diminish, and the FHFA should reevaluate its
opposition to PACE financing. Alternatively,
government should
Congress should direct the FHFA to allow Fannie
Mae and Freddy Mac to purchase mortgages that allow PACE financing.
feature PACE financing. A less attractive
alternative is for states to conform their PACE financing programs to reduce the FHFA’s
concerns. The FHFA’s basic problem was that PACE financing creates a lien on the
financed property that is senior to a mortgage. 143 The prospect of senior liens could
reduce the enthusiasm of mortgage lenders. States could address this concern by
subordinating PACE financing to existing mortgages. Any of these alternatives would
improve property owners’ access to capital for solar power, thus helping to substantially
reduce solar soft costs.

B. Standardizing System Designs
Standardizing PV system designs could significantly reduce soft costs at all phases of
a solar project. The basic goal is to develop “plug-and-play” solar PV systems that
are modular, easy to produce, and easy to install. First, standardized hardware that
includes integrated electronic components such as inverters could allow installers and
consumers to take advantage of economies of scale. Second, by standardizing the
design of solar PV systems, installers could reduce the amount of customization
inherent in the current customer acquisition model. Third, standardized system
designs should reduce permitting, inspection, and interconnection costs by reducing
the uncertainty about each system’s safety risks or impacts on the utility grid. Fourth,
standardized hardware and system design would reduce necessary installation labor
by allowing laborers to become familiar with solar projects and by simplifying the task
through integration of electronic components. All of these impacts together should
help make the solar industry more profitable and predictable, which would in turn
lower financing costs by attracting investors and lower customer acquisition costs by
attracting more customers.
However, while standardization of solar PV systems will likely lower costs, it also has
potential drawbacks. First, because most existing homes and communities are not
standardized, retrofitting existing buildings to install solar panels requires a certain
degree of customization.144 Too much standardization could prevent installers from
adapting to existing conditions. And second, standardization of solar PV systems should
be careful not to stifle innovation in this still rapidly changing technological field.
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In light of these two important cautionary notes, this paper recommends that solar
installers offer a menu of standardized designs. For example, installers could offer a
standardized system for the flat roofs typical of commercial buildings and other
standardized systems designed to fit the most common
residential roof shapes. Additionally, installers could offer a set
A menu of
of standardized designs of different sizes to fit the needs of
standardized common sizes of homes and businesses. This menu-style
approach to standardization could allow for the necessary
PV system
flexibility in system design while still taking advantage of the
designs can cost-reduction opportunities.

reduce every
category of
soft costs.

One way that standardized PV hardware designs could reduce
costs is by allowing solar panel manufacturers and installers to
take advantage of economies of scale for affiliated
hardware. For example, rather than having installers purchase
inverters on an ad hoc basis for each project, solar PV
manufacturers could buy large batches of inverters and integrate them into the panels
before resale to an installer. Presumably, such a large purchase would allow for lower
prices. Similarly, installers could buy large batches of racking or tracking equipment,
taking advantage of similar price breaks.
Additionally, standardized system designs would reduce the labor necessary for
customer acquisition. As described above, customer acquisition typically entails
designing a system for a customer before that customer enters into any binding
contract. However, featuring a menu of standardized designs might reduce the amount
of customization required, especially if the menu featured an array of designs tailored to
fit the most common building shapes. By reducing the amount of customization
necessary, installers could reduce the labor required for customer acquisition and thus
reduce soft costs. This increased efficiency in customer acquisition should allow the
industry to successfully complete more projects, improving its reputation, which in turn
will allow it to attract capital and more customers more easily.
Standardized designs should also reduce permitting, inspection, and
interconnection costs. For one, a standard design is unlikely to pose any novel
safety risks or to feature any unusual building elements. As a result, it should be
possible to allow streamlined permitting of standardized PV systems without entailing
much cost to the reviewing jurisdiction. For the same reason, inspecting standardized
systems should be faster and less costly as well. Similarly, standardized PV systems
would have predictable impacts on the electricity grid, suggesting that interconnection
should require very little analysis from a utility. Accordingly, standardized system
designs should substantially reduce the permitting, inspection, and interconnection
costs for solar PV systems.
Standardized solar PV systems should also be easier and less costly to install. The
cost of installation labor would be especially likely to decline if the solar PV system
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came integrated with such affiliated hardware as inverters and a racking or tracking
system. Labor by electricians installing affiliated electronics is especially costly;145
integrating electronic components with panels before installation could substantially
reduce this cost. Similarly, prefabricating solar panels with racking or tracking systems
could avoid the necessity of performing such installation later in more customized, more
costly settings. One company, SolarPod, currently produces a line of plug-andplay solar
PV systems that they claim take between 30% to 50% less time to install.

Figure 19: SolarPod’s PV systems are modular and easy to install,
mysolarpod.com.

If standardized system designs can reduce the soft costs of solar power, they should
contribute to reducing customer acquisition and financing costs also. By reducing soft
costs, standardized designs could make PV affordable to more consumers. More
successfully completed solar projects would build the industry’s reputation and attract
more consumers in turn. Similarly, an enhanced industry reputation for viability and
profitability would attract investors as well, thus helping reduce the cost of financing.
To achieve cost reductions, policy makers should encourage standardization of solar PV
systems. State or federal policy makers could provide direct financial incentives such
as grants for standardized solar PV systems. Similarly, policy makers could offer more
generous tax breaks to solar PV projects that feature standardized designs, or could
offer incrementally greater rebates for systems that feature integrated electronics or
other standardized features. A more revenue-neutral alternative would be to offer
streamlined permitting, or a general permit, for such standardized solar PV systems.
Standardized solar systems would have predictable impacts, making the job of
permitting and inspection much easier. Permitting reforms could incentivize
standardization at no cost to government. These tools would encourage standardization,
helping to reduce solar soft costs.
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C. Streamlining Permitting and Inspections
Reducing the soft costs of solar power through streamlined permitting and inspection
processes is a topic that has received a great deal of attention. For example, Sunrun has
recommended that the Department of Energy spearhead
a “Residential Solar Permitting Initiative.”146 Sunrun has
Streamlined
also recommended that California engage in
permitting could
comprehensive streamlining of local permitting
147
practices.
That study concluded that streamlining the save thousands of
permitting process would have dramatic economic
dollars on each
benefits, reducing the cost of permitting from $2500 per
installation to $600 per installation and growing the
solar installation.
California economy by roughly $5 billion by 2020.148
Somewhat less dramatically, a study by LBNL concludes
that “streamlining the permitting process could potentially reduce the price of a 4kW
residential PV system by $1,000 or more, on average.”149
Researchers have reached considerable consensus on what steps are necessary in
order to streamline permitting and achieve cost reductions. Common ways to streamline
permitting include the following, as reported by LBNL:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Standard state or regional technical and procedural requirements;
Clear guidelines and checklists for permit applications;
Online completion and submission of permit applications;
Eliminating unnecessary or redundant reviews and inspections;
Reducing wait times; and
Reducing permit fees.150

NREL’s soft costs roadmap makes similar recommendations, suggesting
standardization of requirements, increased transparency, online permit applications,
and reduced permit fees.151 Similarly, a study by the Interstate Renewable Energy
Council (IREC) has identified common elements of efficient permitting processes,
including regionally consistent requirements, simplified standards and processed, and
permit fees limited to cost-recovery.152
IREC’s study also comprehensively reviews existing permitting reforms at the state,
regional, and local levels.153 For example, “Colorado and Arizona have implemented
statutes requiring local jurisdictions to set fees for solar permits at certain levels.”154
Oregon has implemented a Solar Installation Specialty Code that governs technical
requirements and permit processing, featuring expedited permitting for conventional
rooftop installations and limited permit fees.155
Some jurisdictions allow expedited permitting for installers that have a good track
record of submitting complete applications and installing solar projects successfully;
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these jurisdictions include Portland, OR and various counties in New Jersey
implementing the Long Island Unified Solar
Permitting Initiative.156 IREC recommends
Installers with good
that qualifications for expediting permitting
be based either on certification from an
records for completing
independent agency or on a track record of
projects should be eligible successful installations within a
157
“For example, a jurisdiction
for expedited permitting. jurisdiction.
could pre-qualify installers that have
successfully installed five systems that
passed the plan review and inspection without necessitating any major
modification.”158
Perhaps reflecting greater enthusiasm for reform, Vermont has overhauled its solar
permitting system by exercising strong state control. Under Vermont law, net-metered
systems less than 150kW need only “self certify that they comply with interconnection
and certain siting requirements.”159 Although utilities, municipalities, and neighbors can
object to this self-certification, if none do object, the permit is granted with no further
review.160 Similar streamlining has happened in Germany as well.161
Indeed, in Vermont and Germany, few or no inspections are necessary for a solar PV
system.162 This radical approach to reducing inspections would, of course, dramatically
reduce inspection-related costs. However, completely eliminating or even substantially
reducing the number of safety-related inspections is not completely necessary to
substantially reduce costs. One of the most common complaints regarding inspections
is simply that the appointment window for each inspection is too long, causing
needless delays.163 Accordingly, to substantially reduce soft costs related to
inspections, policy makers could insist that inspectors adhere to more narrow
appointment windows. Policy makers could design penalties for inspectors who miss
appointment windows. For each missed appointment, an inspector could earn a
demerit. An inspector who earns too many demerits could face pay deductions,
demotion, or even termination. This system would reduce the soft costs of solar by
reducing delays associated with long appointment windows.
However, eliminating safety-related inspections altogether is likely not a good idea. In
fact, LBNL cautions that streamlined permit processes should avoid “eviscerating the
benefits of permitting for protecting consumers, promoting public safety, and rewarding
the most diligent installers.”164
Not only could such inspections guard the public
against preventable risks, but they could also guard the solar industry’s reputation for
safety and reliability. As a result, this paper advocates for reducing appointment
windows and eliminating redundant inspections, but not for eliminating safety-related
inspections altogether.
Similarly, state policy makers should be careful about how they promote permitting and
inspection reforms at local levels. Too aggressive an approach may have
counterproductive results. For example, imposing a cap on permit fees for solar
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projects, instead of simply requiring that fees cover only costs of permit processing, may
“cause jurisdictions to simply set the fee at that cap.”165 Similarly, LBNL notes that
“[s]treamlined procedures must take care to adequately fund local governments for their
time.”166 In the same vein, IREC’s study of permitting reform suggests that
“responsibility for change should be shared” between municipalities and the solar
industry.167 Noting that many delays associated with permitting are due to incomplete
applications and failure to comply with codes, that study argues that meaningful reform
will require participation from government and industry alike, and “should offer benefits
to municipal governments as well as
solar installers and their customers.”168
This
paper
argues
that
state States should develop short,
governments should take the lead in
streamlining
permitting
and clear permit applications, put
inspections, but should attempt to them online, and require their
work with local governments, rather
use by local governments.
than against them. Particularly, state
reforms should make sure to allow local
governments
to
recover
costs
associated with issuing permits and performing inspections. This cooperative
approach should reduce the costs of solar power without making the solar industry
into a net cost to local governments. One clear way to achieve this goal is for states
to develop short, clear permit application forms, make them available online, and
require local governments to use them. This would allow all parties to clearly
understand the requirements for solar PV permits and would reduce variability among
jurisdictions that raises costs. The result would be to reduce the soft costs of solar
power without making the solar industry a burden on local governments.

D. Utility Regulation to Promote Swift Interconnection
As described above, delays and studies associated with interconnecting a solar PV
project to the electrical grid can substantially increase soft costs of solar power.169 To
ameliorate this problem, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) recently
promulgated a final rule, Order 792, revising the pro forma agreement under which small
electricity generators may interconnect to existing transmission grids.170
FERC’s amended rule responds to growth of the solar power market that had made the
prior rule’s technical screening for speedy interconnection seem less than “just and
reasonable.”171 Particularly, the old rule had limited interconnection under a “15 Percent
Screen” in proportion to the annual peak load of a distribution circuit: this screen
allowed generators to interconnect to the distribution circuit under a streamlined
process only if local small generation contributed less than 15% of the circuit’s annual
peak load.172 The effect was to prohibit swift interconnection once utilities reached this
15 percent cutoff. Indeed, substantial growth in the solar market had led some new PV
projects to fail this 15 Percent Screen, resulting in lengthy, expensive interconnection
studies173 FERC reasoned that the interconnection process
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should
adapt
to
allow new projects to
“continue
participate in the less
costly
and
timeconsuming Fast Track Process while maintaining the safety and reliability of the
Transmission Provider’s system.”174 Particularly, FERC concluded that the old rules
“inhibit[ed] the continued growth in Small Generating Facilities and cause[d]
unnecessary costs to be passed on to consumers.”175

Dramatic growth of the solar market made
new interconnection rules necessary.

FERC amended the old rule in order to avoid “inefficient interconnection queue backlogs”
and to prevent small solar generators from suffering a costly and time-consuming
interconnection process “when they could be interconnected under the Fast Track
Process safely and reliably.”176 Order 792 aims to prevent “[c]osts resulting from ...
inefficiencies in the interconnection process” from falling on consumers.177
FERC’s amended rule “does not modify the 15 Percent Screen” or any other technical
screen, but rather modifies the supplemental review process that occurs if a solar PV
project fails a technical screen.178 “[T]he revised supplemental review will offer an
opportunity to continue to be evaluated under the Fast Track Process.”179 The goal for
the revised supplemental review process is to “enhance transparency and consistency É
and ensure that interconnection remains just and reasonable and not unduly
discriminatory.”180
Particularly, the new FERC rule allows supplemental interconnection studies to include
three technical screens: a minimum load screen, 181 a voltage and power quality
screen,182 and a safety and reliability screen. 183 A generation project passes the
minimum load screen if the aggregate generating capacity on the relevant line section is
less than 100% of that line’s minimum load. 184 A generation project passes the voltage
and power quality screen if the transmission provider can maintain voltage in
compliance with all relevant technical standards despite the introduction of the
generation project.185 A generation project passes the safety and reliability screen if its
impacts on safety and reliability do not require a more complete study.186
If a
generation project that fails the initial 15 Percent Screen successfully passes each
supplemental technical screen, it may still participate in the Fast Track interconnection
process.187
“[T]he three screens in the supplemental review are designed to balance between
handling the increased volume of interconnection requests and penetrations of small
generators and maintaining the safety and reliability of the electric systems.”188 The
transmission provider may choose the order in which it conducts the supplemental
technical screens. 189 However, to prevent excessive costs, if a generation project fails
one screen, the transmission provider must obtain the generator’s permission to continue
supplemental screening.190 Similarly, FERC aimed to restrict unnecessary costs by
“adopt[ing] a supplemental review fee based on actual costs.”191
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FERC’s new final rule will allow an interconnection customer access to a preapplication report that contains information about system conditions at an
interconnection point in order to help customers consider where to site projects.192
That pre-application report must be made available for a fixed fee, with $300 as the
default, that “should include only the cost of providing the incremental information” that
the pre-application report contains. 193
The new rule also raised the size limits for eligibility for Fast Track review. 194 This
amendment will allow some larger projects to qualify for Fast Track review. However,
this aspect of FERC’s new rule will not be relevant to the smaller (<10kW) solar PV
projects that are the subject of this paper, because the lowest limit is 500kW. 195
Nonetheless, this aspect of FERC’s new rule could substantially reduce soft costs of
interconnection for utility-scale projects.
FERC’s new final rule on interconnection is an
important step toward swift, transparent
FERC’s Order 792
interconnection processes that will reduce soft
should promote swift
costs associated with interconnection. One
especially important aspect of the new rule that it
interconnection for
limits fees for interconnection studies to cover only
small solar projects.
the costs of the studies. This limitation has the
potential to reduce soft costs of interconnection.
Additionally, the limitation should prevent the
problem (or perceived problem) of utilities imposing prohibitive fees to stifle a
burgeoning industry. More fundamentally, the new rule should help streamline
interconnection in jurisdictions where there are already numerous small generators by
allowing fast-track interconnection even where new solar projects fail the 15 Percent
Screen. These new aspects of the pro forma interconnection agreement should help
reduce soft costs by allowing for swifter, more hassle-free interconnection.
However, FERC’s new rule has two important limitations. First, the supplemental safety
and reliability screen gives utilities (or grid managers) some discretion to decide whether
a proposed small generator, such as a solar power project, poses a risk to safety or
reliability. Although the rule does require consideration of some technical factors, it
allows the utility to consider other factors as well. 196 In fact, the safety and reliability
screen is “intended to provide Transmission Providers with the flexibility to identify some
of the specific issues that may arise due to a Small Generating Facility’s unique
variations.”197 While it may be proper to allow transmission providers some discretion or
flexibility to consider unspecified technical factors, the rule seemingly would not prevent
a recalcitrant utility from using the safety and reliability screen to thwart the rule’s
purpose of promoting swift interconnection. In other words, a utility hostile to distributed
solar could simply assert that a project fails the supplemental safety and reliability
screen, requiring further costly study. Seemingly, the solar project would not have any
recourse to challenge this decision. Although there is as yet no evidence of utilities
misbehaving in this manner, unbridled utility discretion is an apparent limitation of
FERC’s new rule.
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Additionally, the sway of FERC’s policy is limited by FERC’s jurisdictional limits. 198
FERC’s order states that it “is not encroaching on the States’ jurisdiction and is not
asserting jurisdiction over ‘local distribution facilities.’” 199 Presumably, FERC thus aims
to preserve the distinction between its jurisdiction over transmission and wholesale sale
of electricity and state jurisdiction over distribution and retail sale of electricity. 200
However, FERC has blurred this jurisdictional line in the past in two ways. First, it has
successfully exercised jurisdiction over unbundled transmission of electricity, and has
suggested that it may have power to regulate bundled transmission of electricity as
well.201 Second, and less successfully, FERC has attempted to regulate net metering
by insisting that the netting period for retail sales of energy be the same as the netting
period for federal regulation of transmission. 202 These prior attempts by FERC to push
its jurisdictional limits suggest that it is possible that FERC may in the future be willing
to construe its jurisdiction broadly as it issues further interconnection regulations.
However, Order 792 instead hews closely to the traditional distinction between federal
and state jurisdiction over energy sales. As far as Order 792 is concerned, FERC’s
“hope is that states may find this rule helpful in formulating or updating their own
interconnection rules,” even though the states “are under no obligation to adopt
[FERC’s] provisions.”203
This paper recommends that states take inspiration from FERC’s action in Order 792
and streamline the interconnection process to avoid unnecessary costs. To this end,
the
Interstate
Renewable
Energy
States should follow FERC’s lead and
Council (IREC) has
issued interconnection
adopt similar policies to promote swift
best
practices
that
interconnection for solar projects.
should provide helpful
guidance.204 These best
practices strongly resemble FERC’s rule for the interconnection process, including the
15 Percent Screen.205 This paper recommends that states implement interconnection
review processes that resemble FERC’s and IREC’s by providing transparency and
balancing the grid’s safety and reliability with the promotion of swift, low-cost
interconnection.

E. Mandating Solar Buildings
State and local governments should also consider solar mandates as a method of
reducing the soft costs of solar PV power. At heart, solar mandates simply require that
new buildings or major renovations feature solar power. Such a requirement should
reduce the soft costs of solar power by guaranteeing a customer base, allowing
developers to achieve economies of scale and scope, and by facilitating standardized
design. This section reviews existing solar mandates, describes their likely benefits, and
explores some practical and legal issues regarding their implementation.206
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In the United States, two cities in California are leading the way in implementing solar
mandates. As of January, 2014, Lancaster, CA requires new residential buildings to
feature solar generation
assets with a power rating of
1kW.207 To comply with the
mandate, developers of
larger, multi-unit projects
may elect to install a form of
community solar, building
larger, centralized facilities
that feature at least 1kW of
generating capacity per
home.208
Sebastopol,
California enacted an even
more ambitious mandate on
July 21, 2013, requiring a
PV system for any new
commercial or residential
building.209 In Sebastopol,
large
renovations
also
Figure 20: Rex Parris, Mayor of Lancaster, CA (R),
trigger
the
requirement
to
City of Lancaster.
install a solar PV system,
including: any addition to a
commercial building of more than 1800 square feet; any addition to a residential
building of more than 75% of the existing square footage; and any renovation of more
than 50% of a commercial building or more than 75% of a residential building. 210
Sebastopol’s mandate requires that the building either feature two Watts of power per
square foot (2W/ft 2) of building size or be sufficient to meet 75% of the building’s total
annual energy demand. 211 The borough of Merton, in London, England, also pioneered
a similar, but less rigorous, renewable energy requirement in 2003, requiring new
buildings to feature sufficient renewable energy sources to meet 10% of their power
requirements.212
Because the solar energy mandates in the United States are quite new, their benefits
are still not yet well-documented. In fact, Lancaster’s solar mandate only took effect in
January of 2014.213 Similarly, while Sebastopol has kept admirable records of the
number of kilowatts of solar power installed in the city,214 it has not tracked the costs of
these projects.215 Consequently, neither Lancaster nor Sebastopol have strong,
empirical data to confirm whether solar mandates actually achieve the benefits that it
seems that they should. The borough of Merton’s experience suggests that renewable
energy mandates are most efficient when coupled with energy efficiency mandates,216
as discussed in greater detail below. However, analysis of Merton’s policies has not
focused on how it may have reduced renewable energy costs. Nevertheless, it stands to
reason that solar mandates should reduce the soft costs of solar power, especially
in comparison to installing solar panels on existing buildings.
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Perhaps the clearest cost reduction should come in the area of customer acquisition.
Whereas for a retrofit installers must woo customers, under a solar mandate installers
would face a guaranteed customer in each new building. Similarly, a solar mandate
would help reduce the costs of custom system designs associated with customer
acquisition.217 Whereas installers must often refurbish existing roofs to ensure that they
can bear the weight of solar panels, as well as to install electrical components to receive
solar energy, buildings constructed under a solar mandate would already have such
features. Accordingly, solar mandates should facilitate standardization of systems,
allowing increased efficiency in customer acquisition.
Solar mandates should also help reduce soft costs associated with affiliated hardware
and installation labor by allowing installers to achieve economies of scale and scope.
For example, installers of solar PV systems on new buildings should be able to achieve
economies of scope “where certain labor or material costs can be shared between the
PV installation and other elements of home construction. 11218 Similarly, in larger
housing developments, installers should be able to achieve economies of scale by
purchasing larger batches of hardware and through larger labor contracts.219 This effect
should be true as well for any community with a solar mandate, regardless of whether
construction proceeds in large batches or small; either way, installers should know that
a mandate guarantees a large group of
Solar mandates should guaranteed customers, meaning that they
can safely invest in purchasing large batches
reduce costs of financing, of hardware or in long-term, lower-cost labor
contracts. The cost reduction for labor
customer acquisition,
contracts would come from savings on
hardware, and installation. acquiring customers, rather than from
reduced wages. In fact, such lower-cost
labor contracts resulting from solar
mandates should be a boon to workers, because they will guarantee that the solar
industry not only creates jobs, but also promotes job stability.
Solar mandates should also help reduce the costs of financing solar power projects by
allowing those costs to be incorporated into traditional, low-cost real estate financing
mechanisms such as mortgages. As explained above, mortgages tend to have much
lower interest rates, and thus much lower overall costs of capital, than either loans for
energy retrofits or the forms of capital available to third-party solar developers.
Accordingly, mandating the inclusion of solar power in new development should reduce
the cost of financing. Moreover, by including solar projects in the overall cost of a new
building, solar mandates could help to avoid the FHFA’s concerns about PACE
financing. The solar project’s costs would be built into the home’s costs, so there would
be no need for a separate financing mechanism that could subordinate existing
mortgages. Accordingly, solar mandates may provide low-cost, low-hassle financing.
Solar mandates also offer several advantages to governments. First, they operate at a
low cost to government, because “most of the costs of the new solar energy installations
generated by such policies are borne by developers and by buyers.11220
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Similarly, solar mandates require little support, either regulatory or financial, from state
governments or utilities.221 For example, solar mandates make it likely that solar
development will proceed in large, standardized batches, allowing standardized and
streamlined inspections. Additionally, mandates “tend to generate new solar energy
installations from a much broader subset of citizens” than financial incentives,222
suggesting that they may be more likely to succeed. Solar mandates may also help
stimulate local economies by raising property values.223 Thus, from a government’s
perspective, solar mandates provide many potential benefits and few risks.
Finally, solar mandates could help reduce the soft costs of solar power by facilitating
standardization of solar PV systems. Especially in larger developments where many
buildings are built at once, the entire community could be designed with solar power in
mind. In such communities, only a few solar panel configurations would be necessary.
Even in other communities where development proceeds in smaller batches, solar
mandates could similarly reduce costs. For example, a solar mandate could be
integrated into a building code that required certain structural elements, such as a roof
angle and orientation that are optimal for solar power. Featuring such common elements
in a building code would enable standardization of solar PV systems.
The standardization of larger housing
Solar mandates should
developments should also help reduce
one of the issues that is most
reduce costs by promoting
problematic for solar power: guaranteed
continual access to sunlight. “A solar standardized system designs.
collector is rendered useless if there is
no continuing access to sunlight.” 224
Unless local laws protect a solar project’s access to sunlight, development on
neighboring lots or the growth of trees can shade the solar panels, reducing efficiency
and potentially economic viability. Although some jurisdictions have included solar
access guarantees in zoning laws or have passed legislation recognizing solar
easements,225 solar mandates offer an excellent opportunity for more governments to
promote both the installation and the economic longevity of solar power. Solar
mandates should feature not only requirements that new development include solar
power, but also zoning provisions that guarantee ongoing access to sunlight.
Solar mandates for retrofitting existing buildings, such as Sebastopol’s, should receive
more cautious consideration, because retrofit mandates run the risk of inadvertently
deterring retrofits by adding cost to projects. The most prominent example of this
unintended negative consequence is the Clean Air Act’s major modification rule. That
rule provided that “major modifications” of existing power plants triggered the need to
install costly emissions reduction technology.226 In order to avoid those costs, many
organizations simply declined to update their coal-fired power plants.227 The net result
was that—contrary to the goals of the Clean Air Act—many older power plants continued
to operate in a very dirty fashion even after they were originally scheduled to be
upgraded or retired.228 A similar dynamic has taken place under seismic codes in some
cities.229 Thus, governments must craft their retrofit rules carefully.
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Sebastopol, California, which is the only jurisdiction that has adopted a solar mandate
for retrofits, designed its retrofit mandate in a thoughtful manner that other jurisdictions
should consider emulating. Sebastopol’s mandate applies only to very large retrofits:
residential retrofits that affect more than 75% of an existing building or commercial
retrofits that affect more than 50% of an existing building. 230 Such large retrofits may
be costly enough anyway that the incremental cost of adding solar power may not
daunt property owners. This type of limit is a good idea, and other jurisdictions should
consider such limits for solar mandates for retrofits. Alternatively, governments can
promote compliance with retrofit mandates by providing subsidies with the mandates.
For example, a retrofit large enough to trigger a solar mandate could also trigger a
property tax reduction, either for the increased value of solar power or, more
generously, for the entire retrofit’s value. Such an incentive would help prevent
increased costs of solar power from deterring retrofits s. In turn, the incentive and
mandate would work together to bring more solar power online at lower costs.
The longer experience of the borough of Merton suggests that solar mandates would be
more economically attractive when paired with energy efficiency mandates. Merton
developed a renewable energy mandate in 2003 (“the Merton Rule”) that became the
model for a similar mandate throughout London. A study of the Merton Rule concluded
that a renewable energy mandate reduced CO2 emissions further than an energy
efficiency mandate alone, but noted that
the renewable energy mandate cost 4.2
2 saved for
Solar mandates make the times as much per ton of CO
only a 1.1% improvement.231 In other
most economic sense when words, a renewable energy mandate
alone was somewhat more effective than
paired with mandates for
an energy efficiency mandate, but much
energy efficiency.
more costly. However, when the two
mandates
were
paired,
buildings
achieved twice as significant a reduction in energy use for roughly 60% of the cost (per
ton of avoided CO2 emissions) of a renewable energy mandate alone.232 This study
suggests that a solar mandate would be much more effective if coupled with an energy
efficiency mandate. Additionally, an energy efficiency mandate could help reduce the
costs of solar power by reducing the necessary size of a solar installation; a home that
requires less energy should be able to fulfill its energy requirements with a smaller solar
array. A solar mandate coupled with an energy efficiency mandate could thus help
reduce the overall cost of solar projects.
This paper advocates for solar mandates because they are a simple,
straightforward way both to stimulate the growth of the solar market and to bring
down the soft costs of solar power simultaneously. Solar mandates should enable
economies of scale that will make solar installations cheaper, should promote
standardization of solar systems, and should allow for solar projects to remain
economically viable over the long term.
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V. Conclusion
Although soft costs are currently the largest share of the price of solar power, both soft
costs and hardware costs are falling. These price reductions are a consequence of a
robust global market for solar panels, ongoing technological innovation, and
substantial government support. The fact that government policies have helped reduce
the overall installed price of solar power in the past is a good reason to believe that
policy makers can continue to help reduce the soft costs of solar power. This paper
has described factors that have kept soft costs expensive and has explored five policy
strategies that governments may use to reduce them in the future: encouraging new
forms of business for solar installers; promoting standardized solar PV systems,
streamlining permitting and inspection; promoting swift, low-cost interconnection to the
utility grid; and mandating solar buildings. This suite of policies should help bring down
the soft costs of solar power substantially, helping solar power to become costcompetitive with other forms of electricity generation as soon as possible.
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